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*additional information presented by the Dean at Faculty Board*

Coronavirus COVID-19 Information

We are regularly updating the FAQs on our QUartsci.com/covid-19 webpage and are continuing to host our Lunchtime Live Info Sessions with the Dean and Associate Deans today on Tuesdays and Thursdays via Zoom (zoom.us/j/881556360).

Strategic Plan Updates and Kudos

Kudos go to everyone in our Faculty for working collaboratively to face and overcome the challenges caused by COVID-19. Everything we are doing in this time of transition is in continued support of our strategic plan priorities: #ResearchProminence, #StudentExperience #SupportFASpeople and #TransformFASspaces.

In addition, kudos to our faculty members have had their research and scholarly activities featured in the Gazette this month:

- **Robert Ross** (Kinesiology and Health Studies) encourages us to stay active during trying times in [Making all the right moves](#).
- **Judith Davidson** (Psychology) outlines the best way to get the rest we need as we deal with the COVID-19 pandemic in [Getting your rest during trying times](#).
- **Tom Hollenstein** (Psychology) speaks about ways of coping with stress as the world deals with the coronavirus in [Accepting anxiety as COVID-19 looms](#).
- **Sam McKegney** (English Language and Literature) and **Courtney Szto** (Kinesiology and Health Studies) have authored a *Policy Paper for Anti-Racism in Canadian Hockey*, together with Michael Auksi, a PhD student at McGill University, and Bob Dawson, Senior Sportswriter, Boxscore World Sportswire. See [Making hockey more inclusive and accountable](#).